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- THE MUSIC OF JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897) String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51 No.2 (1873)
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Allegro non troppo
Andante moderato
Quasi Minuetto, moderato - Allegretto vivace
Finale. Allegro non assai
(Philip Setzer, Violin I)

String Quartet in B-:fiat Major, Op. 67 (1876)
Vivace
Andante
Agitato, Allegretto non troppo
Poco allegretto con variazoni
(Philip Setzer, Violin I)

- INT ERM IS S ION String Quartet in C minor, Op. 51, No. 1 (1873)
Allegretto
Romanze: Poco Adagio
Allegretto molto moderato e comodo
Allegro
(Eugene Drucker, Violin I)

Emerson String Quartet is exclusively represented by:
IMG Artists
152 West 57th Street - 5th Floor
New York, NY 10019

The String Quartets ofJohannes Brahms (1833-1897)
This evening the Emerson Quartet brings us all three of the published
string quartets of Johannes Brahms - the last of the great Romantic Era
string quartets. No composer had as rigorous and ruthless a sense of selfcriticism as Johannes Brahms. That is why, despite attempts at writing
string quartets which began in his teen years, he was forty years old before
he produced any he was willing to publish, having discarded, by his own
count 20 attempts. But once ready, he published two at the same time. They
appeared in November 1873, and take their place in Brahms' catalogue as
Op. 51, Nos. 1 and 2. The third and last of his published quartets, was written
in 1876, five years after publication of the first two.

String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51 No.2 (1873)
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The first quartet on tonight's program is the second of the set; if the
first one (in C minor) explores turbulence, drama, and vigor among four
stringed instruments, tonight's work leans more to the lush and lyric, and
has always been the most popular and accessible of Brahms' output in
the genre. Not only do three of the four movements begin by exploiting
the singing quality of the instruments, but the writing can only be called
transparent in comparison to much of Brahms' other work. Easy to sing,
easy to hear-what more can one ask?
Both of the Op. 51 quartets were dedicated to Brahms' close friend,
the renowned surgeon Theodor Billroth (1829-94). "I am about to publish
my string quartets-not the first, but for the first time," Brahms wrote
Billroth in July 1873 from his retreat in the foothills of the Bavarian Alps,
and asked for help in wording the dedication: "You have so many titles that
I don't know which ones-to leave off." Billroth's distinctions extended to
more than titles; not only had he an unusually perceptive understanding of
Brahms' music, set out in dozens of letters to the composer, but he was also
an excellent amateur musician who played the piano well, the violin and
viola capably. More than likely, however, the quartet on tonight's program
was originally intended for dedication to Brahms' longtime friend, the
violinist Joseph Joachim, arguably the greatest exponent of quartet playing
in Europe. The opening phrase of the work incorporates an anagram of
Joachim's motto, "Frei aber einsam," "Free but lonely" (represented by
three of the first four notes, [A] F A E), and this series of notes appears
at certain strategic moments throughout the entire quartet, sometimes in
reverse, sometimes in contrapuntal imitation reminiscent of the counterpoint

studies the two friends carried on in the 1850s, sometimes even as the bass
line, where it creates the harmony. But a serious falling out marred their
friendship just at the beginning of the summer of 1873, the likely cause
for Brahms' change of mind about the dedication. Nevertheless, it was
Joachim who gave the world premiere of the piece, playing in Berlin from
manuscript before the music was in print.
The quartet has four movements, of the type and in the order one
would expect, just the sort of tie to the past, which has caused so many
music historians to call Brahms a conservative. But every movement is
filled with surprise, and this is one of the pieces Arnold Schoenberg used as
an example of the progressiveness of Brahms' method of composition. The
first movement is in sonata-allegro form. It has the requisite two contrasting
themes in the keys one expects-but the real motif of the movement is a
shape, exemplified by the violin theme right at the beginning-two rising
skips and then one descending. Throughout the movement, the notes and
the sizes of the intervals change, but the shape can be found everywhere,
as theme, as inner texture. The movement is prescient in another way;
supposedly in A minor, the piece begins in tonal ambiguity. Brahms takes a
full 20 bars before touching down solidly in the key to reassure us that the
title of the piece is no misprint. In the process, he has begun on a chord on the
fourth degree of the scale and wandered through a series of unstable chord
inversions into distant keys. In contrast, the rest of the key relationships are
traditional and the movement concise. A very short development section
leads to a false return (where the cello firmly plays the theme and the other
instruments are in rhythmic unison) so that one becomes only gradually
aware of the real recapitulation, 19 bars later. It is a mysterious return.
The second movement is one of Brahms' gorgeous andantes. ("Herr
Brahms, how do you get your slow movements to be so beautiful?" a lady
admirer once cooed at him. "Madam," Brahms replied, "my publisher
insists on it.") It is almost, but not quite, the usual ABA form, but here the
middle section has a second phrase that is related to the A section. When A
returns, it is as a variant and in the wrong key; the real return is at the cello
solo, which leads to a wonderfully delicate and richly interwoven coda.
Brahms was correct to entitle his third movement Quasi Minuetto,
because what ought to be the contrasting trio section is in 2/4 time rather than
the traditional 3/4-highly irregular. As if to make amends, this Allegretto
section is broken into by a Tempo di Minuetto in 3/4 time, making a complex
section out of what is traditionally the simplest part of the piece. Filled with
syncopations, which require perfect precision among the players, it is also
exceedingly difficult to play. Listen for the bridge back to the beginning;
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the five-bar chorale is an anagram of Joachim's motto--this time EA F,
"Einsam aber frei."
The vigorous last movement is one Brahms' remarkable sonata-form
rondo combinations. The rondo has three elements, the second of which
acts like a second theme. But there is no development section, properly
speaking; rather, each repetition of the three elements presents them in new
lights, a kind of continuous development-again pointing the way to the
future. The movement has an enormous range of texture and contrapuntal
effect, making use of all of Brahms' technical skill. Topping it all, the first
theme is designed to be harmonized by the retrograde of Joachim's motto,
as one only discovers in a choral section just before the final piit vivace. It
is one of Brahms' most exciting finales.
Although this is the easiest of Brahms' three quartets to get to know,
for the performer it presents the same pitfalls as any other of Brahms'
chamber music: each part is so enticingly written for the instrument, each
part so inspires the player to play out, that only long training in communal
self-denial enables the members of a good quartet to avoid producing
a continuous dull roar and instead to subdue their own parts in favor of
the main voice of the moment. This quality of Brahms' music is a byproduct of his philosophy of composition. "A musician is no machine,"
Brahms once told a musical friend, "he is a human being; he must always
have something to say. Whoever has the dissonant note must also have
its resolution, otherwise one doesn't know what one is about." To follow
the musical line in this quartet is to discover that Brahms practiced what
he preached, to understand why musicians so love to perform his chamber
works and also-to understand why it is sometimes all too easy to succumb
to over-enthusiasm when playing them.
Program note © 1996 by Styra Avins, author of "Johannes Brahms, Life
and Letters, " Oxford University Press (1997), the first comprehensive
collection of the letters of Brahms in English.
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The most genial of the three, it was composed as Brahms was in a
particularly jolly frame of mind. He had recently given up his burdensome
post as music director of one of Vienna's leading orchestras, he had come
to terms with his first symphony after fourteen years of gestation-both the
symphony and the quartet were completed during the same summer, and he
was at the threshold of the most masterful and productive period of his life.

In a teasing letter to his publisher, he sent him the work with a request
for the astounding sum of 5,000 taler, gradually reducing the sum in the
course of the letter: "From this you will deduct 1000 taler out of innate
meanness; for keeping you waiting 500; for only two key signatures in B
flat 250 tlr.; for cigars, tobacco, odekolonje [read aloud to decipher and don't
forget the soft j] 750 tlr.; because of mistakes in tallying and calculating
another 1000 will be lost, and 200 tlr. you had loaned to me, that leaves
a remainder of 800 tlr." He hinted at laundry bills for shirts and pockethandkerchiefs yet to come, and asked for the rest to be paid "punctually
in quarterly installments of at least 10 tlrs. in Hanoverian bank notes," a
currency they both knew was worthless, commenting that he only accepted
it at a discount.
In this high-spirited mood he dedicated the quartet to his good friend,
Prof. Dr. Theodor Wilhelm Engelmann, amateur cellist and one of the
discoverers of bacterial photosynthesis. "I will probably publish a string
quartet shortly and may need a physician in attendance (like the first) [a
reference to the dedication of Op. 51 to the surgeon, Dr. Theodor Billroth]
... no question of a forceps delivery, but merely a matter of standing by.
There is no violoncello solo in it, but a viola solo so tender that you may
well change your instrument for its sake!"
Soon after, the work was premiered by the quartet of Brahms' longtime friend, Joseph Joachim, who was also entrusted with the bowings and
even the fingerings of the first edition.
It is not easy to know how to describe this piece. In outward form a
perfectly ordinary quartet, constituted of four traditional movements, there
is nevertheless almost nothing ordinary about this work. For one thing, it
features the viola, normally the most difficult of the four for the ear to pick out;
until the Bart6k quartets, it is the most glamorous work for that instrument
in the repertory. And then there is the first movement. It starts innocently
enough in B-flat, 6/8 time, sounding for all the world like Mozart's "Hunt"
quartet. Eight measures later, we are jolted into remembering that this is
Brahms, not Mozart: six eighth notes can be ordered in two ways, either in
two groups of three, or in three groups of two. After the opening phrase,
Brahms pushes the music abruptly from the first grouping to the second, then
switches back and forth in a dazzling display of metric ambiguity so that the
listener hearing this work for the first time can be forgiven for wondering
what is going on. Throughout the movement Brahms toys with the many
ways these two groupings can be juxtaposed; there are even times when
the musicians play in differing but coinciding time signatures--a common
practice in 20th century music, but rare for the 19th century. It is worth
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remembering the opening phrase of this movement, as well as the sinuous
second subject (in F minor) played by all four strings in unison eighth notes
but in contrary motion, for we shall encounter them again.
The Adagio is one of Brahms' gorgeous instrumental songs-withoutwords, cast quite normally in ABA form. What is unusual here is the A
section when it returns: instead of repeating the instrumentation of solo violin
versus accompaniment, the entire quartet plays as one instrument, with solo
and accompaniment so intertwined that one can scarcely disentangle them.
It is a remarkable tour de force.
But the most striking movement is the Allegretto, with its solo viola
throughout. It is curious that in his letter to Engelmann, Brahms referred to
it as "tender." By the time of publication, he had changed the designation
to read Agitato (Allegretto non troppo ), and indeed the violist must convey
agitated melancholy. The ABA intermezzo is a genre perfected and probably
invented by Brahms.
With the fourth movement we have returned to unadulterated sunshine.
This is a theme and variations, a choice for a last movement, which harks
back to the classical era of Haydn and Mozart, and in keeping with the mood
of the beginning of the first movement. In this case, we have a set of seven
variations and long coda on a folk-like theme in 2/4 time. At least, it begins
by sounding like a folk tune, but the Brahms in it peeks out irrepressibly
by virtue of the chromaticisms and distant harmonies of the second half of
the theme, and the abrupt end of the theme with virtually the same two bars
as the beginning-a sort of musical palindrome. The variations proceed
in the ususal way, with increasing complexity and choice of more distant
keys. By the sixth variation we are in G-flat major, with syncopated legato
upper strings against a pizzicato cello and then viola, all played piano, and
molto dolce: a veil has obscured the sun. A sudden change in tempo and key
signature restores the sun, and we are in the last variation. But now, instead
of a simple 2/4 time, we are in 6/8, also a duple time but one which easily
allows for the triple division of the beat. The theme is presented in outline
form only, but somehow the inner voices sound vaguely familiar-soon
these inner voices become the outer voices, still sounding awfully familiarand it will dawn on the listener that the first movement has insinuated itself
into the last with perfect ease, and that the themes of the first movement are
in fact worked out in such a way that both movements are compatible with
each other and represent alternate versions of each other.
The work ends in a joyous celebration of both movements
simultaneously, and one feels sure that the famous surgeon, Theodor
Billroth, was correct when he wrote ruefully to the famous scientist, Theodor

Engelmann, that Brahms' dedications of his quartets to them would keep
their names alive far longer than would any of their own work.

Program note © Styra Avins, 1996.

String Quartet in C minor, Op. 51, No. 1 (1873)
For all that we associate Brahms with Romantic music of the richest
color, he was in fact a Classicist, deeply preoccupied with the musical
forms which had preceded him-the constructions and techniques of
composers from Bach through Beethoven. He spent so much effort in
disciplining himself in these constructs that critics of his day considered
him old fashioned. Greatly influence by Beethoven's Op. 59 quartets
(the Razumovskys), to say nothing of the last five, Brahms worked long
and hard to compose quartets of structural unity in which each movement
would contribute to the overall form of the whole and in which the form
and content would be related. Analysis of the musical material as well as
the key relationships in his quartets shows just how well he accomplished
his goal, yet the audience might well remain completely oblivious to these
mechanics, so spontaneously "right" does the gorgeous music flow.
The opening of this first published quartet, marked Allegro, starts
with a sweeping and agitated ascending theme which dominates the entire
movement. Later one hears a loving and tender descending theme briefly
played by the upper strings. It has been pointed out that except for the third
movement of this quartet, each is dominated by a single idea - a rising motif
set against a falling one.
The three-note phrase which opens the Paco adagio (Romanze) is
a paraphrase of that of the first movement, albeit in a major key. The first
violin weaves it as a counter theme. One could look at this movement as
a loose variation or expansion of the first movement. The innumerable
cannons which permeate this movement constitute a virtuoso display of
contrapuntal writing.
Although not thematically related to the other movements, the
Allegretto is, like the first movement, agitated, almost breathless, and made
up of contrasting rising and falling motives with seamless interplay among
the four instruments. In the animato middle section, shifted into a major
key, Brahms makes use of a favorite device of his known as "bariolage,"
a device possible only on a stringed instrument, in which the same note
is sounded in rapid succession on two different strings, setting up rich,
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penetrating overtones as a background to the other instruments.
The work ends with an Allegro whose main theme is generated from
the opening movement. It is symphonic in its powerful utterances and
contrasting tenderness, again making masterful use of counterpoint - the
interweaving of the voices. In a letter to its dedicatee, his close friend the
famous surgeon Theodor Billroth, Brahms indicated that he had finally
produced a string quartet worthy of publication. Performers and audiences
agree.
Program note © Nora Avins Klein, October, 2005.
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Renowned for its insightful performances, artistry and technical
mastery, the Emerson String Quartet has amassed an impressive list of
achievements over three decades: a brilliant series ofrecordings exclusively
documented by Deutsche Grammophon since 1987, eight Grammy Awards
including two for Best Classical Album, an unprecedented honor for a
chamber music group, three Gramophone Awards and frequent performances
in major concert halls throughout the world. The ensemble is lauded
globally as a string quartet that approaches both classical and contemporary
repertoire with equal mastery and enthusiasm.
The 2007-2008 season comprises over 80 worldwide engagements,
with a particular focus on Europe, appearing at its most prestigious
summer festivals. The Quartet returns to Europe throughout the season for
a three-concert series at London's Wigmore Hall, another three-concert
series at London's Queen Elizabeth Hall, a two-concert series at Vienna's
Konzerthaus, its first appearance at Cite de la Musique in Paris and a pair
of concerts at the Teatro della Pergola in Florence, with additional concerts
in Spain, Austria, France, the UK, Germany and Italy. The Quartet's
North American tours include stops in San Francisco, Stanford, Portland,
Dallas, Philadelphia, Ann Arbor, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, San Diego,
Vancouver, Scottsdale, Savannah and Houston. The Emerson continues
its residency at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, now in its
28th sold-out season, and appears in New York with pianist Gilbert Kalish
for Lincoln Center's Great Performers and with pianist Yefim Bronfrnan at
Carnegie Hall.
The Quartet serves as Quartet-in-Residence at Stony Brook University,
where, in addition to chamber music coaching throughout the academic

year, they have conducted intensive string quartet workshops in 2004 and
2006 with plans for a third workshop in 2008. The Quartet has overseen
three Professional Training Workshops at Carnegie's Weill Music Institute.
In March 2004 the Quartet was named the 18th recipient of the 2004 Avery
Fisher Prize - another first for a chamber ensemble.
Formed in 1976, the Emerson String Quartet took its name from the
American poet and philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson. Violinists Eugene
Drucker and Philip Setzer alternate in the first chair position and are joined
by violist Lawrence Dutton and cellist David Finckel. Since January 2002,
the Emerson has performed while standing-the cellist plays on a podiumand incorporates this practice in all appearances. The Quartet is based in
New York City.
Visit the Emerson String Quartet online at www.emersonquartet.com.
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Houston Friends of Music will be offering another
season of the world's finest chamber music
ensembles: some exciting performers that have
never before played in Houston and of course,
several of your favorites.
Early subscribers receive special benefits and first
choice of seating. Don't wait. Become a subscriber
today and receive your bring-a-friend bonus!
Please share a season brochure with a potential
new subscriber-you, our audience members, are
HFM's best publicists and marketing agents.

